We are looking for young artists to share "How Nature Inspires Your Healing."

Sponsored by:
› Goryeb Children’s Hospital
› Pediatric Behavioral Medicine
› Farris Family Center for Advanced Medicine in Pediatrics (CAMP)

Who: Are you a child or teenager between the ages of 4 and 18? Do you have a chronic medical illness or chronic pain? Do you enjoy being creative and expressing yourself through art? Do you want to be a role model for others who are going through similar things as you are? Do you want to see your artwork in a professional style calendar given to Atlantic Health System employees, and patients and families throughout the state of NJ? Do you want a chance to win a gift card if you are chosen as our cover winner?

If you answered yes to any of these questions now is the time to get out your crayons, markers, paints, pastels, computer (for digital art) or any other medium you like to work with.

Theme: Healing Through Nature: How Does Nature Inspire Healing? What in nature makes you feel alive, hopeful, at peace, and or calm even during difficult times? Some examples could be the beach, a park, the mountains, skiing the slopes, laying in a field of grass, a garden.

How: Make your artwork on a paper no bigger than 11” x 14”.

You do not need to be an accomplished artist to enter or have your artwork chosen.

ALL PROJECTS MUST BE SUBMITTED BY October 31, 2020.

A panel of health professionals will review entries based on visual interest and creative expression. Twelve artists will be selected for inclusion in the 2021 Calendar.

Cover winner will receive a gift card to an art supply store.

QUESTIONS: Please contact Stacy Alper, LCSW, pediatric behavioral medicine at 973-971-5785 or Stacy.Alper@atlantichealth.org for further information or with any questions you may have.

Submitting your artwork:
Take a picture of your artwork (JPEG format) high-resolution, a minimum of 300 dpi. Upload it onto your computer. Save. Email the JPEG to Stacy.Alper@atlantichealth.org along with your entry form. Limit 3 images per artist.

Art Calendar Guidelines:
› Submissions must be the original work of the participant.
› By submitting to the calendar, participants grant Atlantic Health System a nonexclusive, royalty-free license to copy, digitize, store, distribute, publish, display, stream, advertise, promote, or otherwise use their artwork and their descriptions in any media or format (including the internet).
› Artwork may be submitted in a high-resolution digital format.
› Atlantic Health System reserves the right, at their option, to publish any selected artist’s name (minor children will be identified by first name and last initial), city of residence, artist statement, as well as publish or use any artwork submitted, for any purposes, without compensation.
› Personal information will be collected solely for the purposes of this calendar and will not be used for any other purpose. By providing this information, the participants consent to its use for the purposes indicated.
› Submitting artists represent and warrant that their submission does not infringe the copyright or other intellectual property of any third party.
› Atlantic Health System assumes no responsibility for entries that are incomplete, damaged, misdirected or delayed. By entering, participants agree to abide by these rules and the decisions of the calendar jury committee, which are final.